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1. Answer any EIGHT of the following questions in 2 or 3 sentences, not 
exceeding 30 words each :   (8 ×××× 2 = 16) 

 (a) How can Nehru repay the affection showered on him by his people? 

 (b) What does Nehru say about ceremonies? 

 (c) What is ‘Umbrella moral’? 

 (d) What does Gardiner say about hook-borrowers? 

 (e) Why is there no water on the moon? 

 (f) What did Marcus plan to make his life easy? 

 (g) Why did Hamlin go to Doctors house? 

 (h) What kind of trouble is awaited from a reader who overrates a writer? 

 (i) What does Sastri say about forgiveness? 

 (j) What was the case against Antonio? 

2. Answer any ONE of the following questions in 100 words : (1 ×××× 8 = 8) 
 (a) Write a paragraph on a visit to the moon. 

 (b) How was Shylock defeated in his cruel plan? 

3. Annotate any FIVE of the following, choosing not more than THREE from each 
section :     (5 ×××× 3 = 15) 

SECTION A  

 (a) She has been a symbol of India’s age long culture and civilization, ever 
changing, ever flowing and yet even the same Ganga. 

 (b) In fact he is a thoroughly honest man who allows his honesty the benefit 
of doubt. 

 (c) The moon is a dead world just a vast reflector poised in space. 

 (d) ‘‘So, I will pretend to be deaf’’. 
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SECTION B  

 (e) Wet to the bone, I was content. 

 (f) This is an unanswerable question for a writer. 

 (g) This is real courage, courage of the soul, rather than mere physical 

courage. 

 (h) We waste time; pray the judgment. 

4. Write an essay on any ONE of the following in 200 words based on the 

guidelines given below :   (1 ×××× 15 = 15) 

 (a) What does AG. Gardiner say in his essay about umbrella morals? 

  A.G. Gardiner — accidently took away home the umbrella — the 

standard behaviour of these people umbrella morals — book morals — 

borrowed — never returned — rich mans dinner — silk umbrella — 

blamed himself— engraving the name on the umbrella. 

 (b) What according to Srinivasa Sastri are the features of Gandhi’s 

character? 

  The term ‘‘Mahatma’’ — his self examination — his selflessness — own 

salvation — his forgiveness — millions succeeds in practicing it — his 

courage — his piety — prayed to God — His guidance and it was granted. 

5. (a) Complete the following dialogue in which a patient is speaking to the 

doctor.    (1 ×××× 5 = 5) 

  Doctor : Yes, come in 

  Patient : —————————— 

  Doctor : How old are you? What is your profession? 

  Patient : —————————— 

  Doctor : Your headache is then due to too much of concentration and 

tension. I’ll prescribe certain mild tablets for you. 

  Patient : —————————— 

  Doctor : Certainly. Take rest at home at least for two days. 

  Patient : —————————— 

  Doctor : I hope so. Please give the fees to the nurse. 

  Patient : —————————— 

 (b) Fill in the blanks with suitable forms of the verbs given in the brackets.   

     (1 ×××× 5 = 5) 

  One fine day the owners ——————— (decide) to break the deadlock 

and  ——————— (announce) “Marcus, let’s ——————— (go) for a 

walk’’ On hearing the words Marcus’s joy ——————— (know) no 

bounds and it ——————— (leap) with all its energy. 
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 (c) Write synonyms of any SIX of the following :  (6 ×××× 
2
1  = 3) 

  (i) Abundant (ii) Earnestness 

  (iii) Divine (iv) Convenient 

  (v) Assuming (vi) Gulped 

  (vii) Vanity (viii) Emulate 

  (ix) Distress (x) Literally 

 (d) Write antonyms of any SIX of the following :  (6 ×××× 
2
1  = 3) 

  (i) Flow  (ii) Major 

  (iii) Presence (iv) Forget 

  (v) Liquid (vi) Arrival 

  (vii) Demand (viii) Gently 

  (ix) Consent (x) Boldly. 

6. Rewrite any FIVE of the following as directed : (5 ×××× 2 = 10) 

 (a) Michael road suddenly grew tired of the wrong. 

  (Rearrange the words into a meaningful sentence) 

 (b) The hunter killed a tiger yesterday. 

  (Change into a question) 

 (c) This is the older than any other temple in Kancheepuram.  

  (Change into Superlative degree) 

 (d) Sheela was grabbed by Janelle under the arms.  

  (Change into Active voice) 

 (e) Monkeys imitate men, ———————? 

  (Add a question tag). 

 (f) I made him a great poet.  

  (Change the voice) 
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